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To ali, Luhon, it may concern:

adapted to travel in a cam-groove, a, in the

arm C. This cam-groove is shaped to give the
required movement to the needle.
His my take-up lever, pivoted to the ma 55
chine at b a little above and to the rear of the
pivot c of arm C.
d is a stud projecting from the face of lever
H. across the path of arm C, to be engaged by
tion.
w
This invention relates to that class of devices } a knob, e, thereon.
Iis a strong spring connecting the rear end
IO used in sewing-machines to take up the loop of lever H with a rear portion of arm C, acting
formed in the upper thread for the passage of to draw the two together, and tending to hold
the shuttle which carries the lower thread,
after the passage of the shuttle and before the the forward end of the lever H constantly
withdrawal of the needle; and its object is, cured
raised against
the stop-lug J. This lug is se- 65
to the body of the machine by a set
first, to take up the loop and then to draw the Screw,
f, in a slot in the lug, so that the height
thread tight during the withdrawal of the of the lug
may be adjusted and fixed at discre
needle, so that a common-sized needle may be tion.
enabled to carry a much larger thread than K is a spool of thread.
usual. The take-ups now common act 5. L is a tension device.
merely draw up the thread which formed the MI is a thread-guide on the arm C.
loop. This works well enough in sewing cloth N
is a tension device and thread-guide on
or light work; but when leather is sewed the the body
A, and O is a thread-guide and ten
leather clings so closely around the needle sion
on the lever H. The thread P 75
that it has been found necessary to groove the passesdevice
through
guides to the needle B,
needle to carry the thread, and yet only a as shown. Fig. these
25 small
1
shows
the needle on its way
thread can be carried infirm stiff leather,
because the leather holds the thread from down, having arrived at that point where
for forming the loop should begin to
withdrawing with the needle, and forms the thread
be
let
off.
the knob e has come in con
slack thread into a loop, thus making two tact with theNow
stud
and will, as the needle
threads to be drawn through at last where it descends, cause the(l,thread-guide
O to descend
is already difficult to withdraw one. This rapidly until said guide rests on the
arm C at
serious objection is obviated by keeping the the
lower extremity of the needle-stroke, (see
thread drawn tightly after the loop is taken dotted
linesh,) thus giving down all the thread
up and while the needle is withdrawing.
To this end my invention consists in the required for the shuttle, which at this time
construction and combination of parts forming passes through the loop, there being provision
made in the shape of cann-groove a to main
a sewing-machine-thread take-up, hereinafter tain
the needle nearly stationary while the
described and claimed, reference being had to shuttle
is passing. Now the needle begins to 90
the accompanying drawings, in which
Figure 1 is a side elevation of a sewing-ma rise, and the lever Hrises quickly to its highest
chime, showing my take-up, and Figs. 2 and extreme; drawing the loop up tightly. The
d being twice as far from the center c of
3 are transverse vertical sections in detail, stud
arm
Cas
it is from the centerb of the lever H,
showing the action of the thread.
A represents the body of a sewing-machine; any motion of the lever caused by the arm 95
will be twice as great as the motion of the
45 B, the needle; C, the arm which reciprocates arm. Therefore the lever descends and rises
the needle; ID, a cam on the drive-shaft; E, quickly, the spring I drawing it up, and as
the shuttle, and F a wax supplying and heat
needle rises its driving-arm C, descending
ing attachment. may be operated by any the
at the rear end, strains more and more on the IOO.
The needle-arm
spring , causing the lever H to draw very
mechanism.
So usual
I have shown a crank, C. on the cam D, firmly and with an increasing strain on the
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thread, so that the stitch is drawn tight by the and this is an especial consideration in heavy 3o

take-up before the needle reaches the top of
its stroke, and the thread slides through the
needle-eye during the said rise.
The amount of thread used in forming each
stitch being taken from the slack thread for
ward of the guide N, the take-up lever H is
prevented from rising to its upper limit after
the
stitch is drawn close, and to cause the
IO stitch to bury well and evenly into the leather
I adapt the needle-arm to strike the guide O
and raiseita little-an eighth of an inch, more
or less-at the upper extreme of each stroke
of the needle. This act is similar to the last
I5. jerk given to the threads by an operation in
stitching by hand, and it produces heavy work
having an evenness of finish which no amount
of steady pulling on the thread can ever effect.
The knob e is shaped so as to act on the stud
with an easy creeping motion, rather than
with a thump or blow. The needle has no di
rect action on the thread to draw the stitch,
that being wholly done by. my take-up. The .
only action that the needle-arm has on the
25 stitch is, first, to draw up the thread with the
take-up by means of the spring I, and then to
finish the stitch by the final stroke against
the take-up thread-guide O. By this means
the strain upon the needle is greatly lessened,

work--such asleather from a halfinch to three- .

quarters of an inch thick, frequently required
to be sewed in harness-making.
The needle may be carried directly on the
arm C, or on a slide propelled by the arm. In 35
either case it is carried by the arm.
What I claim as my invention, and desire to
secure by Letters Patent, is
1. The combination, with a sewing-machine
having a needle-carrying arm pivoted to the
fixed frame thereof, and means for vibrating
the said arm, of a take-up lever pivoted to the
said frame, the arm having a knob, and the
lever having a stud to engage each other, and
a spring connecting the lever with the arm, 45
substantially as shown and described.
2. The combination, with the arm C, having
the knobe, and carrying the needle B, pivoted
to the frame A. at c, and means, substantially
as described, for vibrating the said arm, of the
lever H, pivoted to the frame at b, the thread
guide Othereon, the spring I, connecting the
arm C and lever H, and the adjustable lug J,

as and for the purpose specified.
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